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Abstract— Testing and validation of scientific codes is time
consuming but critical and even more so for industrial uses. It
is paramount that TELEMAC follows a strict testing and
validation programme for every release to maintain its quality
standard. An automated continuous integration system (CIS)
has been put in place by HR Wallingford to allow continuous
testing, validation and monitoring of TELEMAC. The CIS is
constituted of a myriad of python scripts compiling, running
and verifying the performance of TELEMAC. These scripts
are run across several virtual computers for over two hundred
cases. They extract time series, values, cross-sectional data,
generate figures, assemble table data, and validate extracted
data against criteria to produce validation reports packaged
into archive files for upload on the distribution website. This
allows testing and validation to be carried out natively on each
operating system, ensuring maximum compatibility and
performance with known industry uses.

The latter is the main subject of this article. Testing and
validating scientific codes is time consuming but critical to
maintain quality standards for industrial, commercial and
research uses. An automated continuous integration system
(CIS) has, therefore, been put in place by HR Wallingford to
allow continuous testing, validation and monitoring of
TELEMAC. Over the last 5 years, the CIS has grown to be
one of the principal purposes of the Python scripting codes,
and now groups scripts compiling, running and verifying the
performance of TELEMAC across several virtual computers
for over two hundred test cases.

TELEMAC is a suite of scientific codes developed as
interconnected modules, each representing one or more
aspects of the real world of free surface environmental
hydraulics. Wave, sediment and hydraulic modules are
available independently or combined as complex 2D or 3D
systems, applicable to a wide range of real challenges such as
coastal evolution, urban inundations, river mitigation,
thermal and desalination outfalls, harbour wave agitation,
renewable energy resource assessment, ports layout and
dredging master planning to name only a few. These
scientific codes are entirely written in standard Fortran.

However, because writing a Fortran or Python program
for the analysis of each test case would be unnecessarily
complex and result in duplication of codes, the simpler markup language XML was chosen to steer and define actions and
procedures. Similarly to the role taken by the simpler CAS
file (steering a TELEMAC simulation based on a list of
keywords and values), the XML file steers what analysis is to
be carried out during the validation procedure based on a list
of tags and value fields. From the design stage, it was critical
to develop definitions of analyses that were sufficiently
generic to be applicable to as many test cases as possible –
enabling the system to grow in number of test cases – and to
develop a system that was sufficiently generic to include as
many types of analysis as possible – enabling the system to
grow in number of analyses. The XML files fulfil these roles,
keeping the obscure Python scripting codes transparent to
users.

Surrounding TELEMAC, and also distributed as open
source codes, an ensemble of pre- and post-processing scripts
entirely written in standard Python have been developed by
HR Wallingford over the last 5 years. While users can add
their own Fortran code to TELEMAC for particularly tricky
simulations, they are likely to use – without necessarily
noticing – the Python scripting codes to run their simulations,
extract data or create figures. The principal objective of this
Python initiative was to provide: (a) a robust and simple
platform-independent scripting interface to TELEMAC
users; (b) a first building block for future plugins to existing
graphical user interfaces such as QGIS [7]; and last but not

This article describes in detail the procedure put in place
to monitor any given modification to the TELEMAC source
code. Specifically, Chapter II explains the terminology,
illustrated by the types of verification and validation tests
carried out for TELEMAC. Chapter III distinguishes the
components of the automated system and the automation
itself. Chapter IV details several examples of the XML
steering files and possible uses of these by users outside the
validation system. It should be emphasised, that the number
and nature of test cases widen continuously, and that the
examples presented here are not meant to form an exhaustive
list.

I.

INTRODUCTION
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analyses are applicable to all test cases (on the side of
verification) while some are applicable only to a few test
cases (on the side of validation). The following introduces
the types of analyses carried out automatically by the
validation system as detailed in Chapter III. Chapter IV
provides examples of how these analyses are implemented.

A VALIDATION SYSTEM

A. Terminology
To start with, it must be stressed that the TELEMAC
automated validation system developed and maintained by
HR Wallingford aimed not only at its validation but also at
the verification of its implementation and at measuring its
accuracy. Because TELEMAC is applied to a wide range of
problems including environmental assessment, industrial
designs and civil engineering, it was critical to design a
system continuously checking that TELEMAC does the right
thing and that it does things right. For clarity, the definitions
are introduced below.

1) Platform independent (verification)
The development of TELEMAC is subject to a long list
of programing and quality standard rules, one of which is that
it should remain platform independent. The user is free to
choose any hardware, networking architecture, any operating
system or any Fortran compiler.
The TELEMAC automated validation system has, thus, been
setup to run simultaneously the same analyses on multiple
computing architectures, under multiple operating systems
and for multiple compilers. Chapter III explains how this is
done, and how this is done automatically.

1) Accuracy
Accuracy is a mathematical measure based on the
numerical analysis of convergence, whether and how,
discrete solutions (unstructured mesh) converge to known
solutions when the space discretisation tends to the
continuum (infinitely small triangles). Further, the rate of
convergence defines the order of accuracy of the numerical
code, where higher order codes would conserve more
properties (such as energy) and be capable of larger and
longer predictions.

2) Reproducibility if not improvement (verification)
Another rule guiding the development of TELEMAC is
that any new changes to its source code should at best
improve the overall quality and robustness of TELEMAC
(faster computation, closer comparison against experimental
data, smaller numerical diffusion, etc.) or at worst keep
previous results and execution time unchanged.
For this purpose, for every test case, there exists a reference
result file created from a previously validated version of
TELEMAC, which is compared against new results produced
following changes to the source code.
The TELEMAC automated validation system has been setup
to warn the developers if the results have changed by more
than the machine accuracy, or to fail the validation if these
have changed by more than a specified small value.
Chapter IV provides an example of this sort of verification as
XML code.

2) Verification
Verification of a numerical code establishes whether it
accurately implements what it is supposed to do (does things
right), from a developer viewpoint.
For reference, Roaches [1] details and opposes various
definitions of accuracies and associated errors and ties order
accuracy to the verification process, or solving the equation
right, whether or not the equation and its solutions bear any
relation to a real world problem.
The verification of TELEMAC, therefore, includes verifying
the quality of the code implementation and its reproducibility
on computing platforms as well as measuring its accuracy
against analytical solutions. Analytical solutions are often
developed under particular assumptions (hydrostatic
pressure, linearity of the operators) departing them somewhat
from the real world applications.

3) Parallel compatibility (verification)
Yet another rule guiding the development of TELEMAC
is that any new changes to its source code should be
compatible with execution in parallel – based on domain
decomposition – whether on a network of computers or
within a High Performance Computer facility.
For this purpose, virtually all test cases are set as pairs, of
which one case runs on one compute core and the other runs
on multiple compute cores.
Similarly to the reference file, the TELEMAC automated
validation system warns the developers if the results between
parallel and serial modes are different by more than the
machine accuracy, or fails the validation if these are different
by more than a specified small value. Chapter IV provides an
example of this sort of verification as XML code.

3) Validation
The validation of a numerical code establishes whether
the code accurately represents the real world (does the right
thing) from a user viewpoint.
The validation of TELEMAC, therefore, includes validating
simulation results against observations from physical
modelling experiments or from real world events at specific
sites, or against measures of know quantities such as mass
and energy extracted at points or integrated over volumes of
cross-sections.
Having said that, the rest of this article describes the
validation of TELEMAC in a loose sense to include all
notions, based on a variety of over two hundred test cases,
continuously growing in number.

4) Analytical solutions / approximations (verification)
Under certain circumstances (say wave oscillations in a
tank), assumptions can be made (say 1D problem, linearized
shallow water equations) to sufficiently simplify the problem
(underlying differential equations) and develop an analytical
solution. The analytical solution could be explicit or implicit.
As long as the simplified problem is a valid approximation of
the original problem, a comparison can be made with the

B. Illustrations
As mentioned previously, each test case of the system
undergoes several validating (and verifying) analyses. Some
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analytical solution.
The TELEMAC automated validation system has, thus, been
designed and setup to include directly in the XML steering
file the implementation of these analytical solutions and their
comparison with data extracted from TELEMAC results.
Chapter IV provides an example of this sort of verification as
XML code.
Alternatively, the analytical solution could also be computed
with the Fortran codes of TELEMAC, when it exists over the
entire temporal and spatial domains. Its output together with
the simulation results can then be exploited by the XML
steering file.

b) Numerical processes. Numerical convergence
(through mesh and time step refinement) can also be tested
by the system, as well as the numerical properties of certain
schemes, e.g. numerical diffusivity and order of accuracy.
c) Code quality. Python scripting codes have been
developped to check whether changes to the Fortran of
TELEMAC follows the standard programming rules.
d) Packaging. The automated management system is
also designed to package releases of TELEMAC once the
validation has been completed. Whilst the source code is
accessible to all through the subversion site, pre-compiled
binaries for various operating systems can be compiled and
zipped as one file to be published through the ftp site. The
packaging of TELEMAC also includes the automated PDFing of its user documentation and the automated generation
of its source code documentation site.

5) Experimental comparison (validation)
Thanks to measurements made during physical modelling
experiments and published by several research laboratories, a
comparison can be made with TELEMAC under controlled
environments at the appropriate physical scale. The purpose
of physical modelling experiments is usually to validate
specific aspects of a physical process by controlling the
properties of the materials or the driving forces or the initial
state of the experiment, thus limiting the number of possible
unknowns influencing the outcome.
The TELEMAC automated validation system has, therefore,
also been designed to include these sorts of comparisons. The
XML file includes first a task to load the experimental data
file, then to run the TELEMAC simulation of the experiment,
to extract results at the same locations and time step and to
report the comparisons. Chapter IV provides an example of
this sort of validation as XML code.

III.

AN AUTOMATED SYSTEM

A. Setting up a network of websites
While preparing for an open source distribution, one of
the ambitions of the TELEMAC consortium was to increase
the number of users from a few hundreds to a few thousands
– something that was achieved within two years. Another
ambition was to facilitate the integration and validation of
developments carried out by organisations outside the
TELEMAC consortium. As a consequence, it was clear that
the management of TELEMAC had to be streamlined,
optimised and automated from logging and documenting
changes in the scientific and scripting codes to distributing
public releases.

6) In-situ observations (validation)
Similarly to measures obtained from physical modelling
experiments, measures from in-situ observations can be made
available, for instance when the project assessing the site is
not commercially sensitive or confidential. However, the real
environment is more complex with inputs and forces driven
by external factors that are either less predictable or not
measureable.
The same XML steering file developed for data obtained
from physical experiment could be re-used for in-situ data.
The sole difference is in choosing a less stringent target
comparison accuracy or even only assess the agreement
visually on the basis of a comparative figure to account for
uncertainties in the model inputs.

With that said, HR Wallingford took the responsibility to
put in place and host a number of websites, including:
•

•
•
•

7) Other analyses (verification)
The continuous integration and validation of TELEMAC
is based on a large number of test cases, where each test case
undergoes a large number of analyses. All validation test
cases and their XML steering file are provided as open
source with the rest of TELEMAC.
Several other analyses, also carried out automatically by the
automated continuous integration and validation system, will
not be detailed in this article as they do not show more
features than what is already presented. A few are listed here:

The source code repository (svn.opentelemac.org) to
establish the traceability of the source code based on
Subversion SVN [2];
The participative user and developer documentation
site (wiki.opentelemac.org) based on dokuwiki [3];
The code documentation site (docs.opentelemac.org)
based on the processing tool doxygen [4]; and
The project management site (cue.opentelemac.org)
based on the framework RedMine [5], to track
feature developments, to plan eventsand foster
exchanges of ideas, peer reviews and trace
communications between organisations.

Furthermore, HR Wallingford carried out a review of
available open source technologies and eventually decided on
the development of yet another website to automate most of
the TELEMAC management tasks. Inspired by other open
source software engineering and management platforms, a
continuous integration system (CIS) based on the framework
Jenkins [6] was eventually put in place for TELEMAC
(cis.opentelemac.org).

a) Integrated quantities. The system is designed to
test integrated quantities such as the conservation of
quantities (water, tracers, sediments, wave energy).
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at night (when the available computing resources are less
busy) to carry out a thorough validation of the entire system
on several types of computers, for several Fortran compilers
and configurations. For any other branch of development,
Jenkins will only trigger the validation, for a limited number
of configurations, when explicitly asked by the developer.

Although each website can be access independently from
another by users and developers, all the websites are linked.
The CIS continuously monitors the repository (svn) and
generates the doxygen documentation (docs) for tagged
versions. It is also designed to link up with the wiki for the
production of validation sheets. The management website
(cue) also helps track bug corrections and development plans,
which are linked to the subversion (svn) and the CIS reports.

The validation (whether of the main trunk or of branches)
is split in several sub-actions including a compilation of the
system, running of the test cases, checking that the results
achieve targets, generating the documentation and associated
binaries and publishing of the validated version. A promotion
process defines dependencies between these sub-actions,
whereby the test cases are not checked if they have not been
completed and they are not run if the compilation was not
successful. Therefore, if any part of Jenkins’s activities fails,
a blaming report will be sent to the managers of that part of
the repository by email as well as the developers who last
modified it. If on the main trunk, the validation process will
be re-attempted every night and a reminder will be sent by
email to the developer until the validation is successful again.
If on a branch, the validation process will remain a manual
process for the developer concerned.

B. Setting up computing resources
Figure 1 below shows a schematic of the types activities
and interactions the CIS (a.k.a. Jenkins) has with the internal
systems put in place and with the outside.

For illustration purposes, Figure 2 shows a snapshot of
the validation of the tagged version v7p0r1 as captured from
the website (cis.opentelemac.org).

Figure 1

The CIS (a.k.a. Jenkins) does all tasks, routinely, as prescribed

Jenkins provides the TELEMAC consortium with:
•

•

•

An automated system monitoring the entire source
code repository of the TELEMAC scientific and
scripting codes, including the main trunk and all
branches of development, as well as all releases;
An automated system managing communications to
a number of virtual computers, each pre-configured
with different computing architectures, operating
systems and Fortran compilers; and
An automated system capable of triggering several
series of actions, including a promotion process for
interdependent tasks and an email service reporting
on the progress, and eventually success or failure of
these tasks.

Figure 2

The CIS reports the outcome of the validation for all branches

One can check the status of any branch or of the main
trunk of development. Two series of traffic light icons (left
columns) summarise the status and the stability of each subtask. The colour of the spheres varies from grey (the task has
been suspended), red (the task has failed), orange (the task is
a success but unstable) to green (the task is a success). The
stability of the task is computed over the previous 5 attempts,
and pictured by a weather pattern from a lightning storm
(20% success or less) to a bright sunshine (80% success or
more).

By design, the CIS is extendable as additional resources
(say a new version of an operating system) or configurations
(say debug or parallel modes) can easily be provided to
Jenkins. Its actions can also be customised to fit any reordering requirements or changes in the validation procedure.

Finally, it must be highlighted that, because running all
test cases lasts longer than 24 hours, Jenkins distinguishes
weekdays as a validation based on “only” 80% of the test
cases, from weekends when it does run the whole set.

C. Defining the CIS principal functions
Jenkins has been taught to carry out specific actions for
specific parts of the TELEMAC source code repository. For
instance, for the main trunk of development, Jenkins will
automatically monitor activities and do nothing until changes
are made. When that is the case, it will choose the best time

D. Coding the CIS core tasks
While the Jenkins framework includes a number of predefined actions applicable to most continuous integration
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systems (sending emails, monitoring a repository, turning on
and off virtual computers, etc.), the tasks related directly to
TELEMAC (such as, compilation and validation, packaging
and documentation) are not included, for obvious reason.
Instead, these procedures have been developed over the last
5 years by HR Wallingford within the Python scripting codes
and are simply executed as terminal command on the virtual
computers by Jenkins. For instance, Jenkins executes the
following commands for the compilation of TELEMAC
calling the Python script “compileTELEMAC.py”:

b) Python. Interprets the action lists from various
XML files found throughout the library of test cases.
c) XML files. Simply define a list of actions to be
carried out for a specific test case, including compilation of
the user code, running of the test case, comparative plotting
and checking against targets and reporting to Jenkins.
d) Scientific and scripting codes. The codes that are
being validated, including both the Fortran and the Python.
IV.

python	
   ${WP}/scripts/python27/compileTELEMAC.py	
   	
  
-‐f	
  ${WP}/configs/systel.cis-‐${NODE_NAME}.cfg	
  
	
  
	
  
-‐r	
  ${WP}/	
  
-‐m	
  system	
  

where Jenkins replaces automatically the variable “${WP}”
by the appropriate local copy of the trunk or the branch on a
particular virtual computer, and the variable “${NODE_NAME}”
by the name of the virtual computer (i.e. hydra, opensuse,
debian, fedora, ubuntu, windows7). In fact, TELEMAC is
distributed with several examples of configuration files for
various operating systems. These are all used continuously
by Jenkins.
Another example relevant to this article is the execution
of the Python script “validateTELEMAC.py”, for the validation
of TELEMAC:
python	
   ${WP}/scripts/python27/validateTELEMAC.py	
  	
  
	
  
-‐f	
  ${WP}/configs/systel.cis-‐${NODE_NAME}.cfg	
  
	
  
-‐r	
  ${WP}	
  	
  -‐-‐version	
  ${SVNREVISION}	
  
-‐k	
  6	
  	
  	
  	
  -‐b	
  	
  	
  	
  -‐-‐clean	
  
	
  
-‐-‐report	
  "ValidationSummary"	
  

where, Jenkins replaces the variable “${SVNREVISION}” by
the appropriate (and unique) repository versioning number
starting the validation procedure, which gets then associated
to the name of the report produced by the validation script
and sent by email by Jenkins.
In the above command, we note the “-‐k” option, defining
the rank of the test cases to be executed. Rank 6 covers 80%
of the test cases (the weekday execution). Another execution
with rank 0 is setup for the weekend to cover all test cases.
Finally, it must be reminded that the execution of the
Python scripts by Jenkins is identical to the execution of the
same scripts by users, hence allowing any user to run these
on their own local copy and installation of TELEMAC.
E. Driving the CIS validation
As mentioned previously, the validation of TELEMAC is
driven by the content of a myriad of XML files. The Python
script “validateTELEMAC.py” (called by Jenkins) interprets
these XML files and executes a number of actions defined
within those. Chapter IV provides examples of actions
implemented within the current state of the validation scripts.
In summary, the validation process plays as follows:
a) Jenkins. Executes various Python scripts stored
within TELEMAC, in particular “validateTELEMAC.py”
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A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM

As mentioned previously, every test case is associated to
one XML file at least, containing a list of actions defining the
validation procedure for that test case. The XML format was
chosen for its simplicity and allows users to avoid python
programing (although Python programing remains possible
within the XML file itself).
In order to achieve this, a library of generic python scripts
was developed to interpret a set of possible actions within
those XML files. These include compile, run, compare, plot,
save, extract data, check against targets, compute analytical
solutions, report on success and failures.
This Chapter details examples of how to add various
types of actions into an XML file as well as lists those
available actions most used in the validation of TELEMAC
by Jenkins.
A. Introductionary definitions
An XML file contains a series a tags, each associated to
key-value pairs (also called tree leafs) or grouping other tags
(also called tree branches). A tag defining a tree leaf starts
with the symbol “<” closely followed by the name of the tag
(say “action”) and ends with “/>”. A tag defining a tree
branch (say “cast”) starts with “<cast>” and ends with
“</cast>”, between which other tags can be inserted. The
key-value pairs associated to a tag are inserted between the
two symbols “<” and “>”.
As an example of a tree leaf, the following extract from
the XML file associated to the TELEMAC-2D test case
called “bumpflu” shows the tag “action”:
<action	
  xref="1"	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  do="translate;run;princi"	
  
	
  	
  	
  code="telemac2d"	
  target="t2d_bumpflu.cas"	
  
/>	
  

	
  

where the key “xref” is associated with the value string
“1”, the key “do” with the value “translate;run;princi”, the
key “code” with “telemac2d” and the key “target” with the
value “t2d_bumpflu.cas”.
The above tag is interpreted by the Python scripting codes
to “translate” the CAS file in both English and French, to
report a differentiation of the user “princi” file with the
standard TELEMAC Fortran code and to “run” “telemac2d”
for the CAS file “t2d_bumpflu.cas”. The value “1” of the key
“xref” is used as a reference for subsequent tags, for instance
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to compare the results against a reference file. The value of
the key “code” can be changed to any other TELEMAC code.
As an example of tree branch, the following extract from
the same XML file shows the tag “plot2d” within which the
tree leaf “layer” is set:
<plot2d	
  xref="fig1"	
  size="(12;3)"	
  deco="default">	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="FOND:map"	
  target="1:T2DGEO"	
  />	
   	
  
</plot2d>	
  

where, similarly, the key “xref” is associated with the
value string “fig1”, etc.
The above tag is interpreted by the Python scripting codes
to create and save to file (portable network graphic format)
the content of Figure 3.

Figure 3

Plotting a coloured map of the bathymetry from a GEO file

2) Re-usability of references and names
In order to be able to copy and re-use parts of XML codes
from one test case to another, referencing to files and specific
names is organised through the mnemonics of these file in
TELEMAC. For instance, in the examples above, the names
“T2DRES” and “T2DGEO” refer to the result and geometry files
respectively, for a TELEMAC-2D simulation. Only a few
specific metadata (and the specifics of the list of actions) can
distinguish the XML file from one test case with another. Of
course, outside the validation process, users are free to use
their own names and references.
3) The wheel shall not be re-invented
When the key-value pairs of the XML file are used to
drive the native Python directly (as opposed to drive specific
TELEMAC related actions) for instance as parameters of
native plotting packages, these are completely ignored by the
TELEMAC scripting codes and transferred over directly for
interpretation by the appropriate package. This allows the
native Python installation to evolve independently of the
scripting codes developed by HR Wallingford, which
become extremely flexible in accepting all sorts of native
key-value pairs.

One last example of tree branch is the following extract
showing the tag “cast” within which the tree leafs “v1” and
“v2” are set:

For instance, another example of tree branch is the following
extract showing the tag “deco” referred to as “default” in the
previous “plot2d” example:

<cast	
  xref="d"	
  time="[0:-‐1]"	
  type="2d:">	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v1	
  vars="SURFACE:map"	
  target="1:T2DRES"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v2	
  vars="FOND:map"	
  target="1:T2DRES"	
  />	
  
</cast>	
  

<deco	
  xref="default">	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <look	
  cmap="Blue.xml"	
  linewidths="1.0"	
  />	
  
</deco>	
  

	
  
	
  

where similarly, the key “xref” is associated with the
value string “d”, etc.
The above tags are interpreted by the Python scripting
codes to compute / store for future reference two 2D
variables, “v1” for the “SURFACE” and “v2” for the “FOND” both
extracted from the result file “T2DRES” referred in the
simulation “1” (as defined in the tree leaf example above),
for all “time” step from the first “[0” to the last “:-‐1]”. In
this example, the variables “v1” and “v2” can be later on
matched against a reference file, for instance.
B. General coding principles
To simplify the usability of the XML code by all users,
whether for the validation of TELEMAC or more generally
for the production of figures or the extraction of data, the
development of the Python scripting codes associated to the
interpretation of the XML files followed four coding
principles:
1) Re-usability of tags and keys
In order to cover the definition and interpretation of all
possible actions (as tags and their associated key-value pairs)
within the XML files, only a limited number of purpose keys
are used and the same keys and tags are re-used within
different tags. For instance the key “target” (in all three
example above) is the only key referring throughout to a file
or another variable previously calculated. Similarly, the key
“xref” is the only key referencing a variable or action item.
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where the keys “cmap” and “linewidths” are genuine keys
of the popular matplotlib (1D and 2D) plotting package.
Similar keys can also be passed directly to the mayavi (3D)
plotting package, without the TELEMAC scripting codes
having to interpret any of these.
4) Simplicity without compromising on complexity
While the XML file and its associated python scripting
codes have to remain user-friendly with as fewer tags and
keys as possible, it is critical not to prevent more advanced
uses of the XML file whether as a validation procedure or
not. For this reason, HR Wallingford has also implemented a
way to insert python scripts and commands directly within
the XML file. Moreover, an interface has crated between the
variables created through the XML code (such as “v1” and
“v2” above) and their uses within the inserted Python script.
For instance, a slightly extended extract of the tag “cast”
shown above writes as follows:
<cast	
  xref="d"	
  time="[0:-‐1]"	
  type="2d:">	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  <python>	
  
def	
  diff(a1,a2):	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  return	
  a1.support,a2.values-‐a1.values	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  </python>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v1	
  vars="SURFACE:map"	
  target="1:T2DRES"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v2	
  vars="FOND:map"	
  target="1:T2DRES"	
  />	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v3	
  vars="diff(v1,v2)"	
  />	
  
</cast>	
  

	
  
	
  

where the added variable “v3” is the water depth, or the
result of the difference between “v1” and “v2” both extracted
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from the result file, or the execution of the Python command
“diff(v1,v2)”, having defined the function “diff” within the
tag “<python>”-“</python>”. Of course, the variable “v3” can
subsequently be saved to a file or plotted. Moreover, the
inserted python script can be as complex as the user wishes it
to be, including for the computation of analytical solution.
One interesting point to highlight is the use of “.support”
(the unstructured mesh of “v1” in this case) and “.values”
(the free surface and bottom for “v1” and “v2” in this case) to
access various parts of “v1” and “v2”. A thorough discussion
of these fields (or the interface mentioned above) will be
presented on the wiki website (wiki.opentelemac.org). We
note also that “v3” is defined (result of “diff(v1,v2)”) as
both a mesh support and the difference of values at all times.
This enables “v3” to be self-contained and later saved to a
file or plotted.
C. Reporting to back Jenkins
The validation procedure (through its call to the Python
script “validateTELEMAC.py”) gradually assembles a report
(so far a tabulated ASCII file) as it goes through the entire set
of test cases. One or more entry can be made for every check
implemented within the XML file, where checks are carried
out through the tree leaf “return” of a tag “cast”.
For instance, a slightly modified extract of the tag “cast”
shown above writes as follows:
<cast	
  xref="d"	
  time="[0:-‐1]"	
  type="2d:">	
  
	
  	
  	
  <python>	
  
def	
  diff(a1,a2):	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  return	
  a1.support,a2.values-‐a1.values	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  </python>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v1	
  vars="SURFACE:map"	
  target="1:T2DRES"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v2	
  vars="SURFACE:map"	
  target="1:T2DREF"	
  />	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v3	
  vars="diff(v1,v2)"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <return	
  title="Reference	
  file	
  comparison."	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  fail="max(v3.values.ravel())	
  >	
  1.e-‐6"	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  warn="max(v3.values.ravel())	
  >	
  1.e-‐12"	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  value="max(v3.values.ravel())"	
  />	
   	
  
</cast>	
  

<action	
  xref="1"	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  do="run"	
  code="telemac2d"	
  target="t2d_bumpflu.cas"	
  
/>	
  

where “1” is the reference name for future uses of the
simulation settings.
2) Comparison and reporting to Jenkins
The difference between the result and reference files is
then computed and the fail-warn-value statements reported to
Jenkins. The associated XML code has in fact been presented
as the slightly modified extract of the tag “cast” above. By
removing the name “SURFACE” from “v1” and “v2”, the
scripting code will infer a comparison for all variables.
In order to augment the information provided to Jenkins
(and ultimately to the developer), the following modifications
can be made first to the “value” key of the “return” tree leaf:
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  value="maxdiff(v3)"	
  

where the following function “maxdiff” is added within
the tag “<python>”-“</python>” of the same “cast”:
def	
  maxdiff(d0):	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  a0	
  =	
  max(np.ravel(d0.values))	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  a1	
  =	
  np.argwhere(d0.values	
  ==	
  a0)[-‐1]	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  return	
  "for	
  instance	
  value="+str(a0)+	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  "	
  at	
  time:	
  "	
  +str(a1[0])+"	
  for	
  variable:	
  "	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  +str(a1[1])+"	
  at	
  node:	
  "+str(a1[2])	
  

	
  

and where the function “maxdiff” returns a character
string composed of a node number, a variable name and a
time frame for which the value is the maximum difference.

	
  

E. Example: paralel and serial mode comparison
This sort out comparison is carried out for all test cases.
Again, the so-called “bumpflu” test case is chosen.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

1) Refering to another simulation
The XML file first defines an action to run the test case:

where the added tree leaf “return” includes three keys,
“fail”, “warn” and “value”, the computed values of which
are written in the validation report. It is noted that the “fail”
and “warn” values return true or false statements, and that
“T2DRES” and “T2DREF” are used to refer to the result and the
reference file respectively.
In this specific case, the validation will return a warning
if the difference in more than machine accuracy, and will fail
if the difference is more than 1D-6, which is a very stringent
validation target.
D. Example: reference file comparison
This sort out comparison is carried out for all test cases.
The so-called “bumpflu” test case of the TELEMAC-2D code
is here chosen as an example, where the XML code shown
below are extracted from.
1) Refering to a simulation
The XML file first defines an action to run the test case:
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<action	
  xref="2"	
  	
  	
  ncsize="4"	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  do="run"	
  code="telemac2d"	
  target="t2d_bumpflu.cas"	
  
/>	
  

where “2” is the reference name for future uses of that
simulation carried out in parallel over “4” processors defined
by the new key “ncsize”.
2) Comparison and reporting to Jenkins
Thanks to its re-usability, only a slight modification to the
“cast” shown so far is required to carry out a comparison
between the results of the serial and parallel simulation: the
variable “v2” should target “2:T2DRES” instead of “1:T2DREF”.
F. Example: Comparion against measured data
This sort out comparison is carried out when physical
modelling or other measured data has been obtained for that
particular test case. The so-called “breche” test case of the
ARTEMIS code is here chosen as an example. The example
below focuses the illustration to comparative plotting.
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more within the “plot1d” tag. The result of the above is
shown in Figure 4, where the red dots are associated with the
experimental data and the (default) blue line with the
computed wave height across the domain.

1) Refering to a simulation
The XML file first defines an action to run the test case:
<action	
  xref="1"	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  do="run"	
  code="artemis"	
  target="art_breach.cas"	
  
/>	
  

where “1” is the reference name for future uses of the
simulation settings.
2) Refering to external data
The XML file then defines an action to read the data:
<cast	
  xref="Experiment"	
  type="1d"	
  >	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v1	
  vars="H"	
  target="experiment.csv"	
  />	
  
</cast>	
  

	
  

where the variable “H” (values and associated support) is
read from the external file “experiment.csv”.
3) Spline interpolation
In order to augment the information provided on the
figure, a spline interpolation is defined as follows:

Figure 4

<cast	
  xref="Interpolation"	
  type="1d:v-‐section"	
  >	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <python>	
  
def	
  interp(x1,y1,x2):	
  	
   	
  
	
  	
  from	
  scipy.interpolate	
  import	
  interp1d	
   	
  
	
  	
  f	
  =	
  interp1d(x1,y1,kind=3)	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  ExpInterp	
  =	
  f(x2[10:])	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  return	
  x2[10:],	
  ExpInterp	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  </python>	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v2	
  vars="wave	
  height:line"	
  target="1:ARTRES"	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  extract="(0;915)(1800;915)"	
  time="[0]"	
  />	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  <v3	
  vars="interp(v1.support,v1.values,v2.support)"	
  />	
  
</cast>	
  

Plotting experimental data against computed wave height

G. Example: Comparison against analytical solution
This sort out comparison is carried out when an analytical
solution can be computed for that particular test case. The socalled “criterion” test case of the Python scripting code
validation is here chosen as an example.
Similarly to what has been presented previously, a “cast”
tag is used to compute the analytical solution of the
propagation of a dam break on dry bed:
<cast	
   xref="ana"	
   type="1d:v-‐section"	
   time="[0:-‐1:10]">	
  
	
  	
  	
  <python>	
  
	
  
def	
  analytics(a0):	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  x0	
  =	
  a0.support	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  at	
  =	
  a0.function[-‐2]	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  nt	
  =	
  len(	
  a0.values[0]	
  )	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  h0	
  =	
  4.0	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  g	
  =	
  9.81	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  hn=np.zeros((1,nt,1,len(a0.support)),dtype=np.float)	
  
	
  	
  	
  for	
  ix	
  in	
  range(	
  len(x0)	
  ):	
  	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  if	
  10.5	
  >	
  x0[ix]:	
  hn[0][0][0][ix]	
  =	
  h0	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  for	
  it	
  in	
  range(	
  nt	
  )[1:]:	
  	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  for	
  ix	
  in	
  range(	
  len(x0)	
  ):	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  arg1=math.sqrt(h0*g)-‐(x0[ix]-‐10.5)/(2.0*at[it])	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  hn[0][it][0][ix]=max(0.0,arg1)	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  hn[0][it][0][ix]=h0*(hn[0][it][0][ix])**2/g/9.0	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  hn[0][it][0][ix]=min(hn[0][it][0][ix],h0)	
  
	
  	
  	
  return	
  x0,hn	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  </python>	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s0	
  vars="free	
  surface:line"	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  type="1d:v-‐section"	
  time="[0:-‐1:10]"	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  extract="(0;10):(21;10)"	
  	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  target="f2d_dambreak.slf"	
  />	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  <a1	
  vars="analytics(s0)"	
  />	
   	
  
</cast>	
  

where the variable “v1” is the experiment and “v2” is
extracted along a cross section defined between the points
“(0;915)” and “(1800;915)” from the result file “ARTRES”. It is
noted that the code within the tag “<python>”-“</python>”
includes reference to the popular scipy scientific package.
4) Plotting
Finally, the creation of the (1D) plot is as follows:
<deco	
  xref="line">	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <look	
  color="green"	
  />	
  
	
  
</deco>	
  
	
  
<deco	
  xref="dots">	
  
	
  	
  	
  <look	
  color="red"	
  marker='o'	
  linestyle='None'	
  />	
  
</deco>	
   	
  
<plot1d	
  xref="fig"	
  type="1d:v-‐section"	
  size="(10;7)"	
  >	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="v1:line"	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  target="Experiment:v1"	
  deco="dots"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="v3:line"	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  target="Interpolation:v3"	
  deco="line"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="wave	
  height:line"	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  extract="(0;915)(1800;915)"	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  target="1:ARTRES"	
  time="[0]"	
  />	
  
</plot1d>	
  

where the script within the tag “<python>”-“</python>” is
complex and computed based on a physical support extracted
from the file “f2d_dambreak.slf” (as opposed to be referring
to a simulation), along a cross section defined between the
points “(0;10)” and “(21;10)”.

where three layers are plotted one after the other, two of
which referring to specific “deco” (decoration) tags for the
transfer of key-value pairs directly to the matplotlib package.
It is noted that because the variable “v2” had been
computed previously, it is not necessary to extract it once
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Of course, the variable “a1” can be subsequently saved to
a file or plotted and checked against the results produced by
the equivalent TELEMAC-2D test case. For instance, the
following XML extract would create Figure 5.
<plot	
  xref="comparison"	
  type="1d:v-‐section"	
  >	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="a1:line"	
  target="ana:a1"	
  deco="red"	
  />	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="s0:line"	
  target="ana:s0"	
  deco="green"	
  />	
  
</plot>	
  

where the reference to “ana” is the “cast” above.

Figure 5

Figure 6 shows the result of the XML code shown above,
as a plot of coloured “:map” of “tracer” concentration
through a vertical section of the 3D domain defined between
the two points “(0;0)” and “(32;0)”m extracted at the time
“[71]” from the 3D TELEMAC file “r3d-‐amr.slf”.
It is noted that the extraction of the vertical section data
through the 3D domain is computed by the TELEMAC
scripting codes. As an alternative, one can also let the native
mayavi Python package do the graphical slicing through the
3D domain. The following plots have been produced with
very little XML code on the standard lock-exchange test
case, to which streamlines have been added recently. The
XML code associated to these plots can be found in the
TELEMAC release v7p1.

Plotting analytical solution against computed free surface

H. Example: 3D graphic rendering
To conclude this list of examples with nice pictures
demonstrating the combined use of the XML codes and
Python scripting codes in a reporting context, the following
extract has been inspired from the TELEMAC-3D test case
“lock-‐exchange”, using the detailed results of the test case as
published by Bourban in his thesis [8].
<deco	
  xref="ver1">	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  <look	
  size="(10,5)"	
  xtick.major.size="8"	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  aspect="3"	
  roi="(10;-‐0.6)(22;0.6)"	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  title="Detailed	
  lock-‐exchnage	
  case"	
  />	
  
</deco>	
   	
  
<plot2d	
  xref="fig1"	
  type="v-‐section"	
  deco="	
  ver1"	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  extract="(0;0)(32;0)"	
  time="[71]"	
  >	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  <layer	
  vars="tracer:map"	
  target="r3d-‐amr.slf"	
  />	
  
</plot2d>	
  

where the key “roi” is the region of interest zooming in
that interesting part of the lock 32 m long otherwise and
where the key “aspect” defines the vertical to the horizontal
aspect ratio.

Figure 7
Figure 6

Only two XML tags required to plot a slice through a 3D result
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CONCLUSIONS
An automated continuous integration system (CIS) has
been put in place and developed over the last 5 years to allow
continuous testing, monitoring, verification and validation of
all TELEMAC scripting and scientific codes.

Testing and validation of scientific codes is time
consuming but critical and even more so for industrial uses.
It is paramount that TELEMAC follows a strict testing and
validation procedure for every release to maintain its quality
standard. HR Wallingford believes that the CIS developed
and documented here fulfils this role.

The CIS is based on the so-called framework Jenkins and
accessible through a website (cis.opentelemac.org) hosted at
HR Wallingford. Several other websites have been linked to
the CIS for greater interoperability and automation of the
entire validation process, including the TELEMAC source
code repository (svn.opentelemac.org), the TELEMAC wiki
documentation (wiki.opentelemac.org) and the item tracking
and project management site for members of the TELEMAC
consortium.

Looking forward, HR Wallingford shall continue its
development of the TELEMAC Python scripting codes
(including those related to the TELEMAC validation) to
attempt a link with other environments such as QGIS [7], a
community driven graphical user interface, which could
become the default user interface to the TELEMAC system.
Support from the open TELEMAC community is welcomed.

In a general context, Jenkins enables automated tasks
such as monitoring of all parts of the source code repository,
management of an ensemble of virtual computers, promotion
of successful validation, email of validation reports, and
packaging of binaries. The ensemble of virtual computers
allows testing and validation to be carried out natively on
each operating system, ensuring maximum compatibility and
performance with known industry uses.
Specifically for TELEMAC, Jenkins relies on a myriad of
Python scripts compiling, running and verifying simulation
results for over two hundred test cases. These scripts are part
of TELEMAC and are themselves validated by the CIS. They
are used to extract time series, values, cross-sectional data,
generate figures, assemble table data, and validate extracted
data against target criteria to produce validation reports. The
validation procedure is defined by an ensemble of XML files,
user-friendly and accessible to all.
This article also introduced numerous examples of XML
code snippets to illustrate HR Wallingford strategic coding
principles: (a) Re-usability of XML tags and keys throughout
action items; (b) Re-usability of references and variables
using mnemonics instead of hardcoded file names; (c) Not
re-inventing the wheel through direct use of native python
packages; and (d) Keeping the XML syntax as simple as
possible while allowing advance users to input complex
python code within the XML files.
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